PRODUCT OVERVIEW:
The IWL-217 light is equipped with nine white LEDs providing a pure, intense white light. This unit is interconnected to IMC-213 or ISD-237 control that provides dimming of the light under software control. Up to four lights on IMC-213 and 2 lights on ISD-237 can be connected and are all synchronized together.

FEATURES / BENEFITS
- Unit is factory sealed, with conformally coated circuit boards
- Multiple units can be connected together via daisy chain wiring (max of 4)
- Physical dimensions approximately 2.30” x 3.30”, mounting hole of 1.65
- Very long life
- Easy to service
- Mini-Din connection to module

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS
- Meets CSA 22.2 No. 218.2.93 standard
- Meets CSA #B125 Saline Test

OPTIONS
Not applicable to this product.